A. CERNY
In the sensé of Cobham [Co 72] , t is a simple example of a uniform tag séquence. In , where some algebraic properties of uniform tag séquences are investigated, generalized séquences of Thue-Morse are introduced. In such a generalized séquence the i-th symbol dénotes the parity of occurrences of some fixed factor w over {0, 1} in binary notation of L (In fact, a slightly stronger generalization is given in ). In this paper we show that in such generalized words of Thue-Morse all the factors are of a bounded power. More precisely, there are no factors of the form: (xi;) 2|w| x.
NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS
Let A* be the f ree monoid generated by a finite alphabet A 9 with the neutral element E. Let A + =A*-{E}.
Let A m be the set of all infinité (to the right) séquences of éléments of A. Let A CO = A* KJA™. The éléments of A™ will be called words (finite or infinité). A word xeA* is a factor of a word yeA 00 , iff y = zxt for some zeA*, teA oe . x is called initial/terminal/ {proper} factor of y iff z = e /t = s/ {zt^e}. The length |x| of a finite word x is the number of its symbols, | s | = 0.
Let A tag system is a quintuple T=(£, a, a, F, x), where X and F are alphabets, a:£*-»S* is a morphism prolongable in aeE, x:E*-»F* is a morphism such that x(S) £ F. The internai /externaî/ tag séquence generated by T are respectively:
n -» oo seq r = lim x(a"(a)) = x(intseq r ).
n -• oo
The tag System and the corresponding séquences are called m-uniform iff a is m-uniform. , and where x,-is the letter g such that y t e F g . Thus the sorting automaton is a slight generalization of the notion of finite automaton which in fact sorts to two classes of objects (accepted-rejected).
The relation between tag Systems and sorting automata can be expressed as in the following proposition. % w (i) = if w ÏS a terminal factor ofi [2] then 1 e/se 0.
As one can easily see, there is exactly one j e {0,1, . . ., 2' w ' -1} such that
In the case w = 1 we obtain:
the word of Thue-Morse. It is well known that t does not contain any factor of the form xvxvx, xe{0, 1}, ve{0, 1 }*. In particular, t contains no cubes x 3 -xxx.
PROOF OF THE RESULT
Our goal is to prove the following theorem:
THEOREM 1: a w does not contain any factor of the form:
In the case w=\ the theorem states the well-known property of the séquence of Thue and Morse, thus in the following we consider we{0, 1 }* -0* to be a fïxed word of length at least 2.
The proof is based on the method from [Pa 81]. The proof is divided to a series of lemmas. In the first of them, the minimal sorting automaton for a w is described. Since the notion of the sorting automaton is derived directly from the notion of the finite automaton, the results from the theory of finite automata concerning the minimality can be applied to sorting automata, too. This fact is used in the proof of the first lemma. It is sufficient to show the accessibility of each state (from the initial state). Obviously, each state is accessible from <e> 0 or <e> 1 . On the other hand, the states <ot 0 > 0 , <a o > 1 , where a 0 is the longest proper initial factor of w, are accessible. Thus it is sufficient to show that < e ) t -is accessible from < a 0 y h i = 0, 1. The proof is based on induction. For each oce{O, 1}*, oc^e a word y e { 0,1 }* is given such that:
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>"Y) = <oO,-and |oc'|<|a|.
Let w = ap. We consider several cases. 1. w=l fc , fc^l. Theny-0. In the following let T=(S, s, a, {0, 1}, x) be the 2-uniform tag System corresponding to the automaton A from lemma 1 according to proposition 1. Hence seq r = sort^a^ Dénote:
LEMMA 2: a is an injective mapping. Proof: Let s l9 s 2 eS, s x ^s 2 , a^) -a (s 2 ). From minimality of the automaton A we get x(sj#x (s 2 ). Let now à be the rightmost symbol of w and à its inverse. Since no occurrence of w in the word scanned by A can be terminated by d, we get:
• To obtain our main resuit we will first investigate the structure of the word b w ; the results for a w will follow directly as can be seen from the following lemma 4.
Let xeS, x = <a> f . Dénote x = <a> 1 " i . Eléments x, yeS will be called associated (x~y) iff x=y or x=y. (ii) For each Ï'^0 there is exactly one 0^7<2 |w|~2 such that for each
is valid if and only ifk =j. Moreover, j dépends onîy on the value i mod 2' w ' ~1.
Proof: The assertions follow from proposition 2.
• A word xeS* will be called m-block (m^O) iff x = o m (d) for some rfeS. A word xeS* is m-factorizable iff it is a (possible empty) concaténation of m-blocks. The set of ail m-blocks will be denoted ^m, the set of all mfactorizable words will be denoted ^m. ., BCe& m+i -a contradiction to induction hypothesis.
2.2. If B is an odd m-block then a similar contradiction can be obtained using the factorization u = vC, Ce$ m .
• 
